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Stabilization of pulses by di�usionResearh Programme: Di�erential Equations, Dynamial Systemsand Numerial AnalysisResearher: A. DoelmanIntrodutionStationary and traveling pulses appear generially in the dynamis generatedby nonlinear partial di�erential equations (PDEs) of evolution type. In the on-text of appliations they for instane represent pulses through nerves, signalsthrough transmission wires or optial �bers, solitary water waves, et.. A typ-ial example of a stationary pulse `pattern' in the Gierer-Meinhardt system, amodel that was originally introdued in the ontext of biologial pattern forma-tion (`morphogenesis') [6℄, is shown in Figure 1. The existene and stability ofsolutions of pulse type to a given system is a fundamental question in the studyof nonlinear PDEs.One-dimensional salar paraboli equations of reation-di�usion type areamong the most simple nonlinear PDEs,Ut = Uxx + F (U); (1)with U(x; t) : R�R+ ! R and F (U) a nonlinear funtion of U . A stationarypulse solution to this PDE orresponds to a so-alled `loalized' solution u(x) ofthe ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) assoiated to the stationary problem:uxx + F (u) = 0. A `loalized' solution is a solution that is lose to a ritialpoint of the ODE exept on bounded x-intervals. Here, a ritial point of theODE orresponds to a solution U(x; t) � U0 of the PDE (1) with F (U0) = 0;suh a solution is alled a (trivial) `bakground state'. In the terminology ofdynamial systems, a pulse solution orresponds to a homolini solution uh(x)of the ODE; it satis�es limx!�1 uh(x) = U0.The stability of the pulse an be established by linearizing around the pulse,i.e. by introduing the eigenvalue � 2 C and the perturbation v : R ! Cthrough U(x; t) = uh(x) + e�tv(x), substituting this `Ansatz' into (1), and ne-gleting the nonlinear terms in v:[L(x) � �℄v = vxx + [F 0(uh(x)) � �℄v = 0: (2)This is a singular Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem, or a (linear) Shr�odingerequation. Note that eigenvalue problems of this type also our naturally inquantum-mehanis [10℄. The spetrum of the di�erential operator L(x) onsistsof essential spetrum, in this ase given by the set f� 2 R : � � F 0(U0)g and a�nite number (N) of disrete eigenvalues �N � ::: � �1 [11℄. Thus, the essentialspetrum is determined by the bakground state U0 [8℄. A disrete eigenvalue �i1



orresponds to a loalized and integrable eigenfuntion/perturbation vi(x). Itan be expeted that the homolini pulse solution is an asymptotially stablesolution to the PDE if F 0(U0) < 0 and �i < �1 = 0 for all i = 2; :::; N (notethat �i = 0 is always an eigenvalue with eigenfuntion ddxuh(x)) { see also [8℄.However, the largest eigenvalue of the linearized stability problem for a pulsesolution of (1) is always positive. This implies that the pulse solution is unsta-ble [8℄. As a onsequene, the pulse annot be observed in appliations, or innumerial simulations of (1). The proof of this assertion for instane followsimmediately from singular Sturm-Liouville theory [11℄, or an be obtained byvarious other lassial approahes, suh as by the use of maximum priniples.Moreover, the harateristis of the problem an sometimes be omputed ex-pliitly (with the aid of lassial speial funtion theory). For instane, for thease F (U) = U2 � U , whih will be onsidered in the next setion, U0 = 0,uh(x) = 32 seh2( 12x), N = 3 and �1 = 54 , �2 = 0, �3 = � 34 [10℄.Stabilization by di�usionAlthough pulse solutions of salar equations an thus never be stable, thereare many systems of PDEs, suh as the Gray-Sott model for autoatalytireations [7℄ and the Gierer-Meinhardt model, that exhibit pulse solutions thatare very similar to salar pulses, see Figure 1. These systems an be written inthe following form � Ut = Uxx + G(U; V )"2Vt = Vxx + "2H(U; V ) (3)where 0 < "� 1 is an asymptotially small parameter. Sine both U(x; t) andV (x; t) are assumed to be bounded for x 2 R { a natural ondition for solutionsto PDEs on unbounded domains { it follows that V (x; t) ! V0, a onstant, as" ! 0. Hene, (3) redues to (1), with F (U) = G(U; V0) in the limit " ! 0.Note that a oupled system of reation-di�usion equations in whih the ratioof the di�usion oeÆients an be assumed to be small, as is the ase for theGray-Sott and the Gierer-Meinhardt model, an always be written in the form(3).The limit "! 0 intuitively yields two onlusions for the situation 0 6= "� 1:(i) it an be expeted that (3) indeed has solutions (Uh(x); Vh(x)) of pulse type ofwhih the U -omponent Uh(x) is lose to a pulse solution uh(x) of a salar PDE(1); (ii) the pulse solution (Uh(x); Vh(x)) an also not be stable: the spetrum ofthe linearization around (Uh(x); Vh(x)) should be lose to that of the salar ase(whih has an O(1) unstable eigenvalue). In general, neither of these assertionsis (ompletely) true. Moreover, both the existene (i) and the stability (ii)question require the development of novel ideas and tehniques. For instane,the salar problem (1) with F (U) = G(U; V0) will have a pulse solution for openV0-sets, the limit proedure is expeted to selet only a disrete number of theV0's and the orresponding pulses uh(x;V0). However, the ODE assoiated tothe stationary problem for the PDE (3) is a dynamial system in R4. A priori,2
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Figure 1: The homolini pulse solution of (4) for "2 = 0:1 and � = 0:38.Here, the saled pulses "Uh(x) and "Vh(x) are plotted on the long spatial saleX = "x. The singular `sharp' pulse represents the U -omponent, it is O(")lose to a homolini solution of the salar equation (1) with F (U) = 2p�U2�U(Theorem 1). This �gure has been obtained by diret numerial simulation of(4) using the moving-grid ode desribed in [2℄.there are no general tehniques by whih the existene of homolini orbits insuh problems an be established. Furthermore, the stability problem yieldsa linear system that is neither of Sturm-Liouville type, nor self-adjoint, whihimplies that one should expet omplex eigenvalues �. Moreover, the Sturm-Liouville equation (2) assoiated to the salar limit indeed is a singular limit, the`perturbations' due to the oupling to the additional slow di�usion equation forV have a leading order e�et on the eigenvalues. In other words: the ouplingof U to a slow di�usion equation for V might be able to bring the unstableeigenvalue of the salar limit problem to the stable fRe(�) � 0g half-plane.As an example we present here two theorems that settle both the the ex-istene problem and the stability problem in the speial ase of the lassialGierer-Mienhardt problem,� Ut = Uxx + [U2V � U ℄"2Vt = Vxx + "2[U2 � �V ℄ (4)3



It should be remarked, however, that this ase is less speial than suggested byomparing (3) to (4). In fat, (4) an be seen as a prototypial system: underertain (generi) onditions equation (3) an be saled into a normal form ofthe type (4) [3℄. Essential in the derivation of the normal form is that both theU -omponent Uh(x) as well as the V -omponent Vh(x) of the pulse solution to(3) sale with a ertain negative power of " as "! 0, i.e. the amplitude of thepulse (Uh(x); Vh(x)) is in general asymptotially large [3℄.Theorem 1. [3℄ For any � > 0 there exists an "0 > 0 suh that for all0 < " < "0 there exists a homolini pulse solution (Uh(x); Vh(x)) to (4). Bothomponents are of O( 1" ), i.e. both lim"!0 "Uh(x) and lim"!0 "Vh(x) exist (andare not 0). Moreover, lim"!0 "Uh(x) = uh(x), the homolini solution of theassoiated salar limit problem (1) with F (U) = U2V0 � U and V0 = 12p�.See Figure 1. The proof of this theorem is based on the ideas of geometrisingular perturbation theory, see [9℄.Theorem 2. [3℄ The homolini pulse solution (Uh(x); Vh(x)) of (4) is un-stable for 0 < � < �Hopf = 0:36:::+O("), and spetrally stable for � > �Hopf .The proof of this result relies heavily on the Evans funtion approah as wasdeveloped in [1℄. This method was extended in [4℄ to systems of the type (3),in the ontext of an expliit model problem { the Gray-Sott equation. Later,this method has been generalized, so that it is possible to onsider the generalequation (3). Note that one an go from a situation where the above intuitive ar-gument (ii) is valid to a bifuration that ontradits the intuition, by varying theparameter �: if � > 0 is small enough there is a unstable eigenvalue �1(�) 2 Rthat merges with the unstable eigenvalue �1 = 54 of the salar limit problem (2)in the limit � ! 0 [3℄. However, at a ertain ritial value �omplex < �Hopf�1(�) merges with another real (positive) eigenvalue �2(�) and a pair of om-plex onjugated eigenvalues is formed. This pair rosses the imaginary axis as� passes through �Hopf . Furthermore, it follows from the methods developed in[4, 3℄ that the number of eigenvalues of the linearized stability problem assoi-ated to (4) is 4, two of whih an be omplex, one more than that of the limitproblem (2), whih only has real eigenvalues. Hene, the relation between (4)and its salar limit (1) with F (U) = U2V0 � U is more singular than expeted at�rst sight.ConlusionThe main onlusion is that slow di�usion an at as a stabilization mehanism innonlinear reation-di�usion equations. Patterns that are unstable solutions of asalar equation (1) an be stabilized by the a priori negligible e�ets of ouplinga slow di�usion equation to this salar problem (as in (3)). The general theorydeveloped in [4, 3℄ an be used to determine whether this `ontrol mehanism'4



is e�etive; it an be applied to large lasses of singularly perturbed reation-di�usion equations, inluding the well-studied Gray-Sott and Gierer-Meinhardtmodels. Moreover, the theory of [4, 3℄ is formulated in the setting of the Evansfuntion approah. As a onsequene, it is possible to extend the method both tomore general lasses of `patterns' (inluding multi-pulse and periodi patterns)and to more general systems than two-omponent reation-di�usion equationsin one spatial dimension [5℄.Referenes[1℄ J. Alexander, R. A. Gardner, and C.K.R.T. Jones [1990℄, A topologialinvariant arising in the stability of traveling waves, J. Reine Angew. Math.410 167{212.[2℄ J.G. Blom and P.A. Zegeling [1994℄, Algorithm 731: a moving-grid in-terfae for systems of one-dimensional time-dependent partial di�erentialequations, ACM Trans. Math. Software 20 194{214.[3℄ A. Doelman, R. A. Gardner and T.J. Kaper [2001℄, Large stable pulsesolutions in reation-di�usion equations, Indiana U. Math. J. 50(1) 443{507.[4℄ A. Doelman, R. A. Gardner and T.J. Kaper [2002℄, A stability index anal-ysis of 1-D patterns of the Gray{Sott model, Memoirs AMS 155 number737.[5℄ A. Doelman, H. van der Ploeg [2002℄, Homolini stripe patterns, to appearin SIAM Appl. Dyn. Syst.[6℄ A. Gierer and H. Meinhardt [1972℄, A theory of biologial pattern forma-tion, Kybernetik 12 30{39.[7℄ P. Gray and S.K. Sott [1983℄, Autoatalyti reations in the isothermal,ontinuous stirred tank reator: isolas and other forms of multistability,Chem. Eng. Si. 38 29{43.[8℄ D. Henry [1981℄, Geometri Theory of Semilinear Paraboli Equations, Le-ture Notes in Mathematis 840, Springer.[9℄ C.K.R.T. Jones [1995℄, Geometri Singular Perturbation Theory, in Dy-namial systems, Monteatibi Terme, 1994, Leture Notes in Mathematis1609, R. Johnson (ed.), Springer.[10℄ L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz [1977℄, Quantum Mehanis: Non-Relativisti Theory, Course on Theoretial Physis 3 (3rd edn.), Pergamon.[11℄ E.C. Tithmarsh [1962℄, Eigenfuntion Expansions Assoiated with Seond-Order Di�erential Equations (2nd edn.), Oxford U. Press.5


